
 

The game offers a wide variety of maps, which are based on various places around the world. Ubisoft has stated that their intention was to create the "most complete and realistic" shooter game in regards to global locations. Maps take place in an urban or rural environment. Maps are meant to be recreations of real-life locations (with some artistic license taken), with their layout, textures and objects
modeled after photographs of the location in question. Illustrations of real world figures, such as Nelson Mandela and Winston Churchill, are featured on posters or billboards within the maps. As of the "Operation Grim Sky" expansion pack, Ubisoft has released 3 seasons (year-long updates) for "Rainbow Six" since its release. Each season is centered around a theme, with new operators being
introduced alongside two new maps with one being developed by the community.

The game's standard competitive multiplayer mode is known as "Terrorist Hunt", in which five players must fight against waves of AI enemies across a series of 10 maps. The objective is to prevent the AI enemy team from detonating their bombs by eliminating them before they reach their target. The game features three difficulty levels: Normal, Veteran and Elite, with each difficulty featuring its
own separate leaderboards for the player to compete against other players across the world. Each map features its own special AI enemy soldiers, all of which have their own characteristics and weapons. "Terrorist Hunt" was originally planned to feature a 9-player co-operative mode. However, this was later deemed unsuitable for the game's multiplayer gameplay mechanics and was dropped in favor
of competitive multiplayer instead. "Rainbow Six Siege" features an asymmetrical multiplayer mode, in which the Terrorist team has the advantage of being able to place surprise bombs ("Situations") to destroy their opponents' equipment, while the Counter-Terrorist team is forced to move around closer to their equipment without being able to see anyone nearby. Situations are shown on a map via a
blue circle on the ground that is shared by both teams. The radius of the circle varies depending on the situation, but it will always be within line of sight of enemy players. Placing a bomb in one area will not allow any player from either team to see anyone from the other team, but only show their position randomly. For example, if the Terrorist team plants a bomb in front of their spawn point, this
will not allow any member of the Counter-Terrorist team to see where exactly the Terrorist players are positioned. The aim of both teams is to eliminate all members of their opponent's team through direct combat. To prevent the CT players from camping around their equipment, which would otherwise be possible due to its close proximity, they are unable to see anyone outside of view range unless
they move towards where they are looking. This means that an enemy player can be standing right next to an objective without being visible until he starts firing at them.
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